
EXTINCTION, THE ONE MIND, AND EVIL
Transcending Reductionist Science with PROOF -

incontrovertible, reproducible, non-placebo, experimental proof

ONE PURPOSE:
To prove, for the first time, scientifically, once and for all

the Existence of a Higher Power

MULTIPLE LEVELS OF REALITY, INFINITE PARALLEL UNIVERSES

ABILITIES THAT GO BEYOND THE LIMITS OF ELECTRO-MAGNETISM
THE EXISTENCE OF TRANSCENDENTAL FORCES AND A HIGHER POWER

HACKING THE BIO-PSYCHO-CONTINUUM (THE ONE MIND) AND UNIFIED FIELD OF CONSCIOUSNESS

REALITIES WHERE ALL LIVING CELLS AND LIFE FORMS ARE PART OF ONE MIND THAT CAN BE 
INFLUENCED WITH SUBLIMINAL INFLUENCE TECHNOLOGY (SDI)



Dr. Philip Savage, PhD
SUBLIMINAL DISTANT INFLUENTIALITY (SDI)
SDI advanced mind control technology is a non-physical, non-therapeutic, non- pharmaceutical, non-local, and painless scientific
intervention. It has been tested and validated for more than thirty years by medical professionals, universities, laboratories, media and in
global remote public experiments. SDI is used for health, anti-aging, addiction rehab, enhancement, morphogenic (physical and genetic)
transformation, success in legal, business and family crises, security, protection and most potently, against terrorism. The results are
precise, efficient, laser-like and certain. “SDI is the most powerful technology in the world. “

SDI is based on the fact that all living things are deeply embedded into a unified field of global consciousness, the “psycho-continuum.”
Somewhat related to the most advanced concepts of quantum mechanics (inseparability and a-locality), Jungian theory (synchronicity
and collective unconscious), theories of morphogenetic fields (Sheldrake) and psychofields (Kaznatcheiev), the advanced subliminal
science has been extensively tested and applied, documenting that Dr. Savage is capable of doing “impossible” things from a
distance, anywhere in the world, with unprecedented and precise results. (Remote Doing)

In his words, his unique ability to “break into the psycho-continuum” allows him to “surf in it with excellent accuracy” and eventually
“reconfigure it” (remotely) according to specific purposes, authorized by his private clients.

“People actively exposed to my subliminal procedure are driven to do, unconsciously, things they otherwise would not do, or
vice versa, not do things they otherwise would do.” ~ Philip Savage ~

“Whether you are eighty years old or whether you are seven years old, you just need a complete transformation; you just need
to break free from your own cultural prison. Well, I can do that upon people, but better, I can teach people to do that upon
others.” ~ Philip Savage ~

“I have personally observed a series of most impressive bio-restorations by Philip Savage, including recovery from advanced
brain cancer, coronary artery disease and virulent shingles (herpes zoster).Contemplation of these essentially inexplicable
clinical outcomes prompted my decision to further explore Mr. Savage's remarkable work and the possible underlying
mechanisms of his mind power technology called Subliminal Influentiality, that can be employed to recover health or for the
purpose of modifying a person's thoughts and behaviors at a distance.”
Dr. D. Jacobsen, PhD, ABCN, Clinical Neuropsychologist

Highly controversial (from a philosophical and ethical point of view), nevertheless Dr. Philip Savage’s SDI technology is the “secret
weapon” we have all been wishing for. Its extraordinary value and easy availability to private individuals, as well as businesses and
governments, makes this unprecedented subliminal power vital for the welfare of the world and the future of Life on the planet.

Philip Savage, PhD, is a scientist, criminologist, former
undercover special agent, youngest lieutenant of his
generation and unique cultural figure from Brittany (France).

He comes from the direct matriarchal lineage of Ancient
Hyperborean (Celtic Druid) tradition.

Dr. Savage is the founder of the advanced science of
Subliminal Distant Influentiality (SDI).

He is renowned in the US and Europe as the mind power
expert able to resolve life-threatening health crises in
thousands of cases, producing unprecedented results in
person or from a distance.

He is the author of many books and articles and the subject
of innumerable press, radio and TV presentations.



TRANSCENDENTAL SCIENCE
STRUCTURE – SAME TERMS - NEW MEANINGS

Mind – Body – Spirit Connection

• MIND- a “debate team,” it can argue and win any side of a 
debate. 

The One Collective Bio-Mind (Bio-Psycho-continuum) consists of 
infinite multiple realities, morphogenic fields, unified field of 
consciousness – ALL THOUGHT - that can be accessed and  
utilized in any physical realities, including the non-physical 
“conscious, subconscious, superconscious” mind-stuff.

• BODY – physical as you (SCIENCE) know it

Clearly and indisputably, Mind is NOT in the brain. 
The brain is a gland. We do not think with our brain. 
“Do you think with your foot?”

• SPIRIT – Transcendence (“God” not a useful term anymore)

Higher Power always exist, do not change, have produced and 
CONTROL the One Collective Mind, (regardless of what it 
“contains” - meaning “good, bad and indifferent” – everything).

Principles: 

• Non-separability of ALL life, wherever it exists. All living 
things are connected to one another and functionally 
interactive, including our living planet Earth.

• So-called “paranormal” is actually the normal operation of 
higher laws and forces unknown and uninvestigated by 
modern Reductionist science.

• Science and Spirituality are studying the same thing, 
Nature, the physical and nonphysical world(s) we live in. 
No one can separate the two given the fact that one 
caused the other. “Something did not come from 
Nothing.”

• All knowledge (science, religious, etc.) is based on belief. 
Specifically, belief in 3 warrants: 1) an “authority” (i.e. 
Einstein, Jesus), 2) a “sacred text” (E=Mc, Bible), and 3) 
“Documentation”/Data (from Experiment, Experience), 
none of which may be true.

• “Truth” requires objective incontrovertible evidence, 
EXPERICISM, not belief based on theories, ideas or 
thoughts.

IMPLICATIONS – AN EXAMPLE:  THOUGHTS

Thoughts are NOT from the brain. They do NOT “get into the brain.”

• When Rupert Sheldrake says the idea of morphic resonance “popped 
into my head” and Joseph Chilton Pearce explains metanoia in “Crack in 
Cosmic Egg, we get an experiential idea of how thoughts get to us, 
according to (Yogananda) what the person “needs or deserves.”

• Dr. Savage confirms that this is exactly how “we think.” Thoughts from 
the One Collective Bio-Mind are given, downloaded, transferred, 
experienced by the individual body and brain, to be responded to - just 
as with Morphic Resonance, the species-specific set of memories, and 
habits - a train of thoughts is what we get , that keep coming and coming.

• This is very important because it means that all life (all entities), which 
are part of the one Collective Bio-Mind receive information (thoughts) 
with which to respond, to act, in their bodies in this “material” world.

• The significant difference is that the human SPECIES has “free will,” and 
is able to CHOOSE to do the right thing, instead of, as with all other life 
forms, “required” to do the right thing (according to their original 
blueprint, design, instinct). “An animal never chooses to sin.”

• Trees do what they’re supposed to do, so do cells and planets. Humans 
are the ONLY species that doesn’t have to do what they’re “designed” to 
do. And, as we know from human response to thoughts of injustice,  
vileness and evil, over millions of years, we clearly have not done what 
we’re supposed to do on this Earth



EXPERIMENT 1.1 - THE HISTORIC BURN STUDY
Alta Bates Hospital, Berkeley, California 1998

Principle Investigators:

Dr. Elisabeth Targ, MD
California Pacific Medical Center

Dr. Jerold Kaplan, MD
Alta Bates Medical Center

Dr. Michael Cantwell, MD
University of San Francisco, CA

Dr. Jane Dillon, PhD 
University of California, San Diego



EXPERIMENT 1.2
Double-Blind Pilot Burn Study

Grossman Burn Center, California
1998 - 1999

Principle Investigators:

Dr. Matt Young, MD
Grossman Burn Center

Dr. Jane Dillon, PhD
University of California, San Diego

Dr. Peter Grossman, MD
Grossman Burn Center

TREATMENT GROUP DATA 
Received SDI processing

Case #TG4: Three-year-old girl (CLC),
Third degree scald burn. (1/10/99, 5:00 pm)
1/10/99 6:00 pm. Diagnosed at burn center, third degree to trunk
1/11/99 10:am. Subliminal processing (SHP),
1/28 Doing great. Went home in 17 days. No grafting

Case #TG6: Eight-month-old girl (AN), 30% of body scald burn 
1/13/99 7:50 pm. Diagnosed at burn center, third degree. Critical
1/14/99 11:30 am. Subliminal processing (SHP).
1/28 Doing great. Last surgery. Going home
2/3 Went home in 21 days. No grafting.

Case #TG8: One year old girl (BR). 30% of body scald burn
1/28/99 2:30 pm. Diagnosed at burn center, third degree. Critical
3:00 pm. Subliminal processing (SHP)
2/1 First chance to see extent of wounds in surgery. 
Third degree turned into 2nd and are healing. Tops of feet grafted.
2/5/99 Burns are healing. Doing very well.
2/10/99 Went home in 15 days. All healed. 

Case #TG9: Three-year-old girl (DW),
65% of body scald burn (2/3/99, 4:30 pm)
2/3/99 7:30 pm. Subliminal processing (SHP, en route to burn center).
8:15 pm. Diagnosed at burn center, third degree. Critical, very calm.
2/10/99 Still calm, little need for pain medication. Risk of infection.
Limbs are healing. Overall good.
2/16/99 Still doing well, overall. No infection.
3/1/99 Off critical side. Third degree burns are healing. 
3/10/99 Went home in 35 days. All healing. 
No grafting, except minor on wrists, hands, thigh.

Case #TG10: Nine-year-old boy (AC).
Third degree explosion burn to face (3/7/99, 3 pm)
3/7/99 8:45 pm. Diagnosed at burn center. No eyebrows, eyes swollen
3/8/99 10:00 am. Subliminal processing (SHP)
3/12/99 Doing great. Eyes half open. Forehead looks scraped. All healing. 
3/13/99 Went home in 6 days. No grafting.

CONTROL GROUP DATA
Did NOT receive SDI processing

Case #CG1: Seven-year-old boy (ANN) 
Third degree fire burn face, trunk, limbs.
12/30/98 Diagnosed critical condition at burn center. 
Usual course of treatment.
No SHP processing. 
1/04/99 Died at burn center.

Case #CG2: Fifteen-year-old boy ("BNN").
Third degree fire burn to face, trunk, limbs.
12/30/98 Diagnosed critical condition at burn center.
Usual course of treatment. 
No SHP processing. 
1/08/99 Died at burn center.

Case #CG3: Small child ("CLN").
Third-degree scald burn to left arm
1/5/99 Diagnosed at burn center
Usual course of treatment.
No SHP processing.
Went home with grafting.

Case #CG5: Six-month-old boy (KV).
Third-degree scald burn to trunk & limbs
1/12/99 Diagnosed at burn center
Usual course of treatment. 
No SHP processing.
Went home with grafting

Case #CG7: Ten-year-old boy (AB).
Third degree fireworks burn to leg
1/14/99 Diagnosed at burn center.
Usual course of treatment.
No SHP processing.
Went home with grafting.



EXPERIMENT 2
Pilot Shingles Study

(Herpes Zoster Virus)

1998 - 1999

Principle Investigators:

Dr. Ronald Santasiero, MD
Sedona Holistic Medical Center, NY

Dr. D. Jacobsen, PhD, neuropsychologist
Scripps Clinic La Jolla, California

Dr. Jane Dillon, PhD, sociologist
University of California, San Diego

Dr. Larry Dossey, MD, 
Editor: Alternative Therapies



EXP 3   FREE GLOBAL INSTANT BURN RECOVER – 2009 TO PRESENT
.

FireBurnDoctor.com
If you or someone you know is burned or suffering from Shingles,

CALL or TEXT within 30 minutes of burn injury or the FIRST day of Shingles outbreak!

+1 818 332 6445
SAVE the number in your cell phone, under “BURN” and “SHINGLES” and STICK it on the refrigerator door,

No pain, no grafting, no scarring, no risk! Free remote processing, no interference with standard medical care.

2000+ Cases, All with the same results: Pain gone in minutes, burn erased in hours

Baker spills BOILING syrup on her hand!
Doctor diagnosed “full thickness third 
degree.” The next day instead of a skin graft, 
doctor said baker could return to work. No 
pain, no infection, no scar, no discoloration.  
The amazed doctor said in all his work in the 
Amazon, he has never seen a third-degree 
burn heal so quickly.

“I just want to cut my arms off right now!”
Boiling water from a blender splashed all over her 
arms and chest. Frantic with pain level of 9, Tia 
couldn’t function until reporting one hour later, pain is 
down to 4, and two hours after that, the “first smile,” 
no pain, no marks and tears of joy after friends told 
her it would take weeks to feel better, and “I feel SO 
good right now (and I don’t believe in miracle cures!”

“People were healing me from a distance.”

“My bedroom caught on fire.  I grabbed hot 
metal trash can to put it out. That night in the 
hospital, waiting to see the doctor, pain 
started going away. My hand healed. People 
were healing me from a distance. I didn’t even 
know it. Two days later my stepdad told me, 
“Hey, there were people praying for you.” I’m 
blessed. Thank you guys so much.”



BEYOND ELECTROMAGNETISM
higher laws, genetic engineering, brain bypass

Experiments 4-6 were conducted to investigate, visually and on laboratory records, the capabilities of Dr. Savage’s 
SDI processing to reach beyond the known natural laws of electromagnetism, to utilize higher transcendental forces within 

existing multiple realities, and to have an immediate positive effect (sans placebo) in the following cases, 
where subjects were “removed from or neurologically incapable of believing in the SDI processing. 

Common Design Criteria
The three experiments have different specific design criteria and were conducted in three different locations. 

What they have in common is value, efficacy, reliability, reproducibility, validity and no risk.

Elimination of any Placebo effect: Subjects were unconnected, unconscious or incapable of understanding 
that SDI processing was happening.

Results are observable through visual and laboratory test records. Possible to refute.

Tests are easy to organize with required laboratory testing instruments.

Large sample of statistical data is possible.

Tests can be done from a Distance.  Subjects can be separated by thousands of miles from the SDI processor without any difference in the effectiveness of 
the SDI treatment. The exact location of the subject is not required; only a few basic coordinates or a photograph is required.

Results are quickly observable visually or within hours on lab testing, and are so self-evident, they leave no room for argumentation or interpretation. 
Results are reproducible by students trained in SDI technology.

No risk, no interference with standard medical care.



EXP 4  SHIELDED ROOM (FARADAY CAGE)
documenting transcendental forces beyond electromagnetism

California Institute of Human Science (CIHS), Encinitas, CA 1996

CIHS Lab Director Dr. Gaetan Chevalier, PhD, 
engineering physicist, electrical engineering:

“The shielded room is shielded from electromagnetic waves. 
Nothing gets through so if you go in there you cannot have 
any TV station, radio station, any kind of transmission, or 
communication between the inside and outside, using 
electromagnetic waves. It’s not shielded for nuclear 
radiation. For stuff like that, you need lead, three feet of lead 
or more. 

But for electromagnetic waves, it’s one of the best shielded 
rooms. If what you’re doing has some sort of 
electromagnetic part or nature, it would prevent anything 
from happening. If what you’re doing is not electromagnetic, 
it might go through. So basically, we can tell if what you are 
doing has some kind of electromagnetism.”

DOCUMENTED RESULTS
Film Maker: In a pre- and post test, between the first and second 
test, if there were no healing intervention done, would there be any 
significant difference between the first and second test after 10 
minutes of time?

Dr. Chevalier: After 10 minutes, normally I see a less than 5% 
difference - even for the energy of the immune system. So the fact 
that I have a 6% increase in energy is kind of a borderline thing; that 
isn’t significant. But the 12% increase in the immune system is 
something that is noticeable

“I feel like a vibration of love… and more!”
The dramatic lab tests and video results demonstrate 
conclusive scientific proof of the existence of some “higher 
power” and ‘transcendental forces” beyond the electromagnetic 
laws known to modern science, that effect outcomes in the 
physical material world. 

Dr. Chevalier concludes: “In order to understand Philip 
Savage's technology with higher levels of scientific 
methodology, we have subjected him to complete 
electromagnetic field deprivation (by putting him in a Faraday 
cage, a 'shielded room'). We have observed that Philip 
Savage's work is not impaired nor affected by such deprivation, 
a fact which defines his work as definitely non electromagnetic.”



EXPERIMENT 5: INTRAUTERINE CYSTIC FIBROSIS
premiere in genetic engineering

Paris, France, 1990

Dr. Savage was asked by Valerie Aguerre, a mother six-months pregnant, to help her 
baby who was diagnosed by several medical doctors as having Cystic Fibrosis.

Both parents were scientists themselves, carried the defective gene and knew what the 
normal outcome would be for their baby without any intervention.

Dr. Savage met with the parents and processed the mother (and baby). No placebo as 
subject was an unborn baby in the womb of the mother.

RESULTS : No cystic fibrosis in baby or parents after birth

Mother Valerie Aguerre on national French TV, with 25% of the entire country watching: 
“He laid his hands on my stomach. Once. My baby was born in good health.”

This case was broadcast over the French media. In one 
TV debate with Dr. Meyer, a well-known medical 
professor, Philip Savage and Valerie explained what 
happened and Dr. Meyer commented. The TV moderator 
then asked the viewers to vote and announced the 
results: “83% of the people believe the healer’s power, 
when only 17 % don’t. This is absolutely amazing!”



EXPERIMENT 6  AGENESIS OF THE CORPUS CALLOSUM
breakthrough in Mind/Brain research: BYPASSING the brain

Los Angeles, 1998

Dr. Savage agreed to help osteopath Dr. Villanueva with a 4-year-old patient, Carlos, who was born premature at 34 weeks 
without a corpus callosum. Documentary filmmaker, Roger Orlich, videotaped treatments with Carlos’ mother and Spanish 

translator present. In September 1998, Dr. Villanueva submitted a summary report:
“Carlos had a history of being born premature at 34 weeks with trisomy 8P, agenesis of the corpus callosum, and a 
ventricular septal defect of the heart. By the age of four months, he had a history of apnea and stridor, underwent a 
Nissen fundoplication and GTT tube placement, broviac catheter placement, and a frenulectomy. 
In 1997, Carlos was four years old with a long-standing history of chronic otitis media and multiple recurrent 
bouts with bronchitis when I first met him. He had gone through many courses of antibiotics which were not 
effective, and it was recommended by the pediatrician that tubes be placed in his ears. He was developmentally 
delayed and was attending a special school. He cried when he was uncomfortable and experienced pain but did not 
interact with his surroundings. He did not talk, walk, nor sit up by himself. He did not feed himself and sweat 
excessively, regardless of his body or environmental temperature. He would breathe loudly because of stridor. And 
since he was born without a corpus callosum he did not know how to distinguish his right from his left side.

Within one month of receiving treatments, his otitis media resolved, and Carlos no longer sweat excessively or 
breathed noisily and heavily. After two months of treatments, he began speaking one syllable words. After three 
months of treatments, he began to distinguish his right from his left side and was starting to feed himself. By 
four months of treatments, he was able to sit up by himself in a back-supported chair in school, do simple tasks on 
the computer, and speak one to three syllable words. He was now able to interact with the people around him and his 
environments by moving his arms and legs and using his muscles of facial expression.“

When the documentary filmmaker saw the astonishing results of Carlos speaking,  
sitting up, feeding himself and playing with his puppy, he asked Dr. Savage: 

"What did you do Philip, did you help regenerate a corpus callosum?”
“No, we by-passed it,” answered Dr. Savage.



EXP 7  CLINICAL TESTING RECORDED ON AMI DIAGNOSTIC MACHINE
proving an energy source beyond the brain

California Institute of Human Science (CIHS), 1996 and 1997

A 10-minute AMI evaluation consists of connecting the AMI machine to 
the fingers and toes of the subject and recording the results on a BP 
Radial Chart in order to diagnose:
• The condition of the meridians and the functioning of their 

corresponding internal organs: Lung, heart, small intestine, large 
intestine, spleen, kidney, liver, gall bladder, urinary bladder, and 
stomach.

• Pre-disease states: Vulnerability to disease striking the heart, 
urinary, throat, skin, and other organ

• An objective analysis of the autonomic nervous system, including 
the brain.

• The overall and specific condition of energy in the entire body, 
whether it is balanced, excessive or deficient in specific organs

The BP Radial Chart is a circular plotting of the BP (parameter) values for each of the 12 major meridians. 
• The chart on the left shows the values for meridians for the fingers of the left and right hand - lung, 

heart, small and large intestines.
• The chart on the right shows the values for the meridians for the toes of the left and right foot - spleen, 

kidney, liver, gall bladder, urinary bladder, stomach.
• The length of the radius corresponds to the BP value; it is normalized to a standard value (for healthy 

people) indicated by the perfectly round middle circle (on the sample chart below).
• BP is a Parameter Reflecting Meridian Function indicating the measured wave form that mainly flows 

in the dermis/connective tissue which is the physical location of the acupuncture meridian. 
• BP shows the close relationship with the meridian function.
• Coding on the BP Radial charts below corresponds as follows:

TOES (left and right)
Spleen (SP)
Kidney (KI)
Liver (LV)
Gall Bladder (GB)
Urinary Bladder (UB)
Stomach (ST)
Stomach Branch (SB)

FINGERS (left and right)
Lung (LU)
Heart (HT)
Heart Constrictor (HC)
Triple Heater (TH)
Small Intestine (SI)
Large Intestine (LI)
Diaphragm (DI)

Gary AFTER
Philip AFTER

Scripps Clinic Neuropsychologist, Dr. Jacobsen:
“I reviewed acupuncture meridian energy measurements) 
obtained during a Savage Bio-Mediation. The level of 
energy measured in the main acupuncture meridians 
increased by 38+% over one hour. The magnitude of this 
increase was unprecedented in previous research 
conducted upon other healers.”

CIHS Lab Director Dr. Chevalier reports:
“Gary  H. experienced an increase in his energy of 
unprecedented magnitude that broke, not only all Philip 
Savage's former records on the AMI, but also that 
surpassed anything that we would have reasonably held 
possible prior to this experiment.” 

Dr. Jacobsen comments: 
“Comparable pre and post treatment energy measurements 
obtained from a seriously ill man (severe depression and 
kidney disease) revealed a 100+% increase following a 
single 20-minute treatment. The patient reported dramatic 
improvements in his mood, energy level and urinary output 
that have been sustained for 2 years.””

Gary BEFORE
Philip BEFORE



EXP 8  LABORATORY TESTS OF PHILIP SAVAGE’S BRAIN WHILE PROCESSING
documenting transdimensional activity

California Institute of Human Science (CIHS), Encinitas, CA 1999
University of California San Diego, 2000

EEG TEST: Lab Director Dr. Chevalier explains: “The intriguing 
feature of this EEG recording is the high amplitude of the Delta frequencies
both before and during the treatment. All frequencies amplitude increased 
during the treatment, but the Delta frequencies all the time remained the 
highest. Delta is a normal component of sleep at all ages. It is considered 
abnormal in the adult waking record. This extremely unusual pattern in Philip 
Savage's brain waves clearly demonstrates an unknown higher state of 
consciousness that takes place during Philip Savage's processing. 

The EEG test on Dr. Savage's brain activity means that when he is 
“processing,” Dr. Savage is not there, not conscious as he may appear 
outwardly to the laboratory scientists. Dr. Savage has actually gone 
somewhere else. Most significantly, the test clearly shows that, wherever 
he is, Dr. Savage is NOT in his brain. While his brain's Delta activity shows 
he is in a “deep sleep,” Dr. Savage is actually at the same time, not asleep, 
he is 'processing” somewhere else bringing results that prove he is able to 
change the “molecular polarity at deep pre-conscious levels of the brain of the 
subject he is processing., such as of Gary in Experiment 7.)”

Philip Savage's brain mapping tests show the extremely atypical Alpha 
band brain waves that increased 40 times from resting to processing state, 
which is unheard of in a human brain. Scientists have seen similar alpha 
band wave pictures in large sea mammals, such as dolphins and killer whales 
with sonar, but never in any human testing. The extraordinary significance of 
the Brain Mapping test is scientific documentation that Dr. Savage's brain is 
not 'human.” These test results confirm scientifically much of what Dr. 
Savage has written and explained when he refers to 'transdimensional,' 
surfing the Bio-Continuum, shifting into multiple realities, as well as when he 
states, “My 'mind' does not work as a regular 'human mind.’”

Neuroscientist Dr. Pollock on Philip Savage's Brain Mapping:
“Alpha Band (7-12 cps) increased 30 to 40 times over right 

frontal cortex. This phenomenon is unprecedented.”

EEG TEST Brain Map



EXP 9  Clinical Testing of SDI on Dozens of Doctors' Patients
documenting unprecedented results of transcendental science, key to healing

Europe and America 1987 - 2007
Seven Participating Medical and  Research Doctors: 

• Dr. VIGIL, MD Clinical Director, Orange Coast 
Health Center, California 

• Dr. SACCOMAN, MD, DAFFT, DABCT Renowned 
six-decades private practice, San Diego, California 

• Dr. JACOBSEN, PhD, ABCN Clinical 
Neuropsychologist, Integrative Medicine Research, 
Scripps Clinic, La Jolla, California 

• Dr. WILLIAMS, MD Internal Medicine Practice, 
Montgomery, Alabama 

• Dr. TARG, MD Director, Complementary Medicine 
Research Institute, California Pacific Medical Center, 
San Francisco, CA (See Section 1, Experiment 1 for 
full details and discussion.) 

• Dr. VILLANUEVA, DO Private practice, Santa 
Monica, CA (See Section 2, Experiment 6 for full 
details, discussion and video documentation.) 

• Dr. DILLON, PhD University of California San Diego, 
California Institute of Human Science, President and 
CEO of Catharsis 

In all cases, there is no risk and no interference with 
normal medical procedures. 

“HEALED OF AIDS” 
LAB CORP RESULTS

Dr. Williams, MD

Dr. Saccoman, MD



THE KEY TO GENUINE HEALING
GEOSOMATICS

1) All diseases come from a global disruption of our inner and outer Divine 
natural homeostasis. Interconnected and interactive, the physiologic 
balance of our collective organism, the Earth, directly impacts on our own 
individual health condition. As parts of the whole, we echo our living globe 
who is sick, within "geosomatic loop" from our suicidal depredations, and 
when we suffer a major separation from the Earth, our "geoself" (most 
essential higher self), suffers the imbalance of highest magnitude.

2) The common denominator of all our suffering is entropy, the morbid and 
increasing shutdown of our signals of recognition and communication with 
one another and with the Earth, which brings a total lack of empathy 
and compassion for all living things, including other human beings and 
ourselves. When people's most essential signals of vital self- identification 
are restored, they no longer become victims or tourists in their own life, 
rather take the driver's seat and learn how to access the power, the 
beauty and the sacred within, thus breaking free from their pathological 
entropy.

3) Genuine healing must treat the Ethos, the deeper vital and existential 
essence of all things. Where medical cares deal with our physical body 
and spirituality relates to abstract speculations, the necessary interface to 
unite physical and spiritual is Ethiatrics, the science of our mind-body 
interactions, the "pilot" and the "vehicle." When we learn again how 
to unite our mind and body, we regain control over our corporeal Vehicle 
with all the love and respect it requires, leaving behind our former 
contempt for our physical nature, which is nothing but a Divinely thought-
out biologic wonder. 

Dr Savage summarizes "The key to genuine healing:'

"In my 'healing' system, where sacred healing and 'miraculous 
violations' in the normal course of alleged incurable diseases is the 
outcome, sacrifice is the sine qua non component of the whole 
process. If people want a 'miracle,’ people need to be ready to pay 
the respect required for such an apparent violation of logical rules, 
respect to their higher Bio-Divine self.

Sacrificial Medicine means also atonement with Divine Natural Laws, 
which is first attuning with our higher bio-self. No one realizes how 
much the Earth, Life and God are wondrous self-healing systems, 
and when people empathize with such systems, they receive 
automatic empathy in return. Individual recovery comes in a bio-
cybernetic loop.

To the ancient Celts (and all other aboriginal cultures on such a 
matter), a proven sense of sacrifice and freewill are the two 
components of a common higher concept. That concept touches 
our divine and specific human nature. We humans were meant to be 
the Guardians and the Midwives of the Divine Natural Order here on 
Earth. Long before an American statesman made it famous, my 
ancestors taught, repeatedly: 'Instead of asking what God can do for 
you, just ask yourself what you can do for God.'

The Earth is sick from Man, who is sick in return because Man 
has made his own Geoself sick. Therefore, only when Man heals 
the Earth, Man really heals himself."



EXP 10  Instant Rejuvenation: Paddy the Horse
Mind Control - hacking the Bio-Matrix to reset an animal's brain

England, Switzerland, Italy 2006

EYEWITNESS REPORTS
Biologist: Stella Conner 

Farrier: Arthur Bell 

Farrier: James Luker

Jockey: Pippa Moorhouse 

Riding Instructor: Sue Fawdry

Riding Instructor: Virginia Landry

Veterinarian: Dr. Graeme Doody

Horse Owner: Lavinia Landry 

Horse Owner: Rachel Aberdeen

Sauvage Client: Christopher Layton

Sauvage Client: Christian Forlani

Sauvage Client: Jane Clements

Sauvage Client: Alison McDermott

Friend of Paddy: Rosie Holt

Paddy BEFORE - Crippled

Paddy 5 Minutes AFTER SDI- Running!



EXP 11  Cellular Anagenesis (Anti-Aging)
reversing the biological clock, instantly

San Diego 1999, Switzerland 2004, 2016

ALISON Before & After

OLD SHI SHI

BABY HUA MEI

MAMA BAI YUN

GO GAO GAO!

LINDA Before & After



EXP 12  Genomics: Hundreds of Isolated Cells
proving “cells have a mind of their own” within the one collective Bio-Mind

Paris 1987 - 1988



ACTION 1  PROJECT IMAGO
humanity’s long-overdue quantum evolutionary leap –

the last solution in the time we have left

“But my real project is called Imago -- I M A G O – which, in terms of psychoanalysis, means the state of perfect
completion. In terms of entomology (insects), it is the perfect insect after a larval life. Sometimes the Imago state
lasts only one day, but what a day! We all are larvae compared to our own potential. And there is an evolutionary 
leap that’s long overdue, actually that has been blocked by those forces of chaos, those forces of destruction for 
millions of years. Remember, I’m a paleontologist and I know exactly what I’m talking about. Just thinking that 
your immediate ancestors, Cro-Magnon, had a brain of 2.2 litres (where today it’s 1.4) and with much better 
convolution, you know, and a much better wiring, not unlike a killer whale or a dolphin. And it’s only 40,000 years 
ago. Just try to imagine humanity of like a couple of million years ago, which has nothing to do with the ape, 
nothing, nothing, nothing….

There is a leap that’s long overdue. And that’s my project: To turn everyone from its larval state into an 
IMAGO complete being. What it takes, at that point, is for me (because I have the machinery for change, 
the schematics) is just to build a few machines, very special pyramids, with nine angles, 2/3 on the 
outside, 1/3 on the inside and then a sphere in a very strange alloy with a special bio-liquid inside –
whose schematics, once again, the blueprint that I already have, that doesn’t really exist on this planet --
then, through thermal imagery, I would be connected to those people and submit them to my own 
processing with my strange powers.

What I can guarantee is that people entering the sphere and people going out of the sphere, less than an hour
later, will be the same species -- they’ll be real humans, complete. It’s not to replace humans, it’s to make them
really human, which they are not yet. They have stopped that path toward a real humanity. We are not even using
our brain at more than 10%. If only we could use it at 100%, wouldn’t be so bad. But we can do much better than
that and go back to true humanity. That’s exactly my idea in which there is no separation between all beings,
which means there is no separation between the mind, the soul, the body, one another, parents with children,
children with family, family with the village, the village with the country, the country with the world, and the world
with the universe and with God. All one, oneness, unity. That's the whole point. That’s what we have all forgotten.

People need, we need athanors, those alchemical cauldrons of transmutation. With my technology, added to my
own power, we can turn people not only into a different being, an evolved species in less than an hour. We can
do that millions of times a day. We have the technological means to do so.... We can't just sit down and meditate
and wait until the great consciousness rises. We don't have that opportunity, that chance today. We need to go
fast, be very effective, give people proofs, give them examples and then to associate them, re-empower, that's it.

And, remember, if you can dream it, you can do it. So, come to my machine and get transformed.“ Dr. Savage

"If man is to avoid the worst of the coming 
cataclysms, which are agents of Earth's own 
auto-immune response to our crimes against 

Nature, Life and Justice, man must clean up his 
act quickly. Man must voluntarily purify himself

by atoning for past crimes against Life and 
Justice or be eliminated by Earth's own 

cleansing mechanisms. Man must recognize that 
Life is absolutely 'divine,' Natural Laws are 

absolutely 'sacred', anything that abides to the 
'Divine Natural Order' is righteous; anything that 

deviates or opposes it, is not, period." 
Dr. Philip Savage

Project IMAGO is a Building Project 
I. The Most Amazing Cosmic Project in All Human History 
IMAGO is the ultimate step in Quantum Biocybernetic
Evolution. It is the necessary Leap to humanity’s higher 
consciousness and full powers that is long overdue. Dr. 
Savage is ready to build the First IMAGO Transmutational 
Pyramid that can be constructed, secured, and activated 
within six months of receiving the required funding. The 
IMAGO project  uses an even more advanced application of 
SDI Subliminal Mind Control technology with physical 
materials and cybernetic substances to process the 
people who enter the pyramid to full evolutionary potential.

II. IMAGO Transmutational Pyramids are special Bio-
cybernetic Metamorphosis MACHINES. Unique pyramids 
with nine angles and a SPHERE in a rare alloy with special 
bio-liquid inside. Using thermal imagery, Dr. Savage will 
connect to and process the people that are within the 
Sphere. On leaving the Sphere one hour later, those same  
people will be Complete Humans, transformed from their 
former larval state to a new level of human evolution with 
the highest consciousness, abilities, powers and skills. The 
people that come out of the Sphere will be totally different, 
able to do more than any human has ever done before. 
Global effect created by witnessing the metamorphosis of 
the first IMAGO Being will dramatically change the world, 
raise consciousness, and catalyze major and immediate 
positive societal and environmental change. IMAGOS will 
be fully equipped to do whatever is necessary to save the 
Earth and ensure the survival of the future human race.

III. Cultural Context to Understand the IMAGO Project 
“Superhuman” powers and abilities have been witnessed 
and recorded throughout human history, particularly in 
religious and anthropological texts. Such accounts live in 
our collective memory and modern human experience, 
where many people feel and believe they are capable of 
much more than they are currently able to do, and dream of 
a higher purpose in the world than they are currently able to 
manifest. When IMAGOS emerge from the Pyramid, they 
will be able to fulfill those dreams. They will have access to their 
full 100% brain capacity, and much more. With their focus, 
attention and senses fully magnified, they will see opportunities 
for acting they did not see before, and their internal powers and 
physical abilities will be exceedingly enhanced to produce 
extraordinary results in whatever they do. Such advanced 
abilities are indications of the “original human blueprint” that has 
been “interrupted” and set back, instead of evolving to completion 
as originally designed. The IMAGO project is the evolutionary 
metamorphosis that completes the original human blueprint and 
at this point in history is the only option left. This is the reason 
Dr. Savage is here at this time, with the extraordinary powers and 
abilities that he has demonstrated throughout his life.



ACTION 2  SAPIENTIAL BIO-INSTITUTE (SBI)
building structures of wisdom and proof that transcend Reductionist science

"It's very simple, a simple catalytic effect. I need to have 
groups of people whom I can teach, and who can teach 
others and so forth. It can go very fast. In a year, eight 
million people can be healers. And it takes just
starting the whole process, priming the pump. Having a 
team of a few dozen people whom I've taught
directly, who are going to teach others. One person can 
teach ten, ten persons can teach one thousand,
and it goes exponentially, and very, very fast. Once again 
from proofs.

That’s why, also, we need to have our own laboratories, 
because when the scientific corpus is going to understand 
the danger, the threat to their own paradigm that’s going to 
be washed away, we better have our own laboratories to 
establish our own proofs. That’s what people need, once 
again, proofs, proofs, proofs. Expericism, not new 
messages.... 

It couldn't have happened 10 years ago... 100 years ago.... 
We are all ready now and we have to do it. 
Why? Because we can.“

The purpose of SBI
1. To use the current scientific paradigm’s own methodology and most 

advanced tools to expose its fundamental inadequacy until final 
meltdown…. 

2. To help people unite in a new 'hyper-paradigm,’ which I have already 
termed 'Peiradigm' (from Greek 'peira' = proof, an entirely new 'body 
of knowledge’ established on 'proven truths,' no longer on axiomatic 
conjectures)…. 

3. To unite the best scientific pioneers of biology, physics and 
medicine with the last Native 'Shamans' who have managed 
somehow to survive the civilizational holocaust after 
'processing' with my multi-millenarian wisdom and my own 
scientific acquisitions….

4. To use those most advanced technological breakthroughs, added to 
my own 'inter-dimensional' Alchemy. 

5. To ‘delegate’ vast segments of my Powers on specially selected 
candidates that could, very soon at their turn, sub-delegate' upon 
others, until there is an unstoppable 'Health Epidemic' that begins to 
spread out all over the world....

6. If this can in any way assuage your fears, I can still give you a 
precious clue as to which kind of 'Geo-Immune microbial agents' shall 
soon, very soon, teach man the ultimate lesson of his malignant 
history: Since it is through the wrong criminal covenant with 'Fire' that 
the whole story began and that the worst torments to the Earth have 
been, [and] still are, perpetrated, it shall be through 'Fire' (or the 
highly burning sensation thereof) that it will all end!

"Modern science has become the technocratic civilization's 
new religion. Scientists and especially medical doctors are the 
high priests of the new reductionist churches. Their entire 
system of values reposes on their dogmatic certainties. Just 
dissolve one of its feet of clay and you will see the 
paradigmatic giant collapse, never to rise again.

Knowing that the whole modern and western paradigm is 
reductionist and separative in origin, the main thrust of our 
efforts must be heuristico-expansionist (capable of enlarging 
the boundaries of our knowledge) and all-inclusive in effects.

The idea is to strike a lethal blow in the reductionist system of 
beliefs by proving the dramatic inveracity of the current 
scientific and medical paradigm. To provoke events, processes 
and phenomena absolutely non-assimilable in their own logic 
and which conflict so much with all their basic dogmas that 
their theoretical founding principles will implode under the 
weight of their semantic contradictions. Most obviously, to get 
such an impact reductionist science must be confronted on his 
own terrain and according to his own methodology. Which 
means that it is within his own universities and laboratories and 
by challenging its own high priests on their own methodological 
altars that our efforts must focus.



ACTION 3  PARADIGMATIC PRIMER
the ONLY way to CRACK the Reductionist’s paradigm - FBD’s incontrovertible PROOF

SO, WHY FIRE?
Dr. Savage explains:

"Experiments on SDI go well beyond the purpose of just studying and validating 
some new revolutionary technology under strict scrutiny of scientific methodology. 
Actually, the most important objective of those experiments is to provoke a crack 
of unprecedented magnitude in our common systems of beliefs. From such a 
major dialectical disruption, the paradigmatic shift that many have been waiting 
for may start to occur.

However, for the old paradigm to break free from its immense conceptual 
inertia, the new 'paradigmatic primer’  must be of EXTREME POTENCY and 
of maximum simplicity, both. The experimental results have to be of such 
an ABSOLUTE CLARITY that even the most die-hard supporters of the 
former reductionist models will be made incapable of conceiving any 
possible semantic argument to deny or circumvent their scientific and 
logical consequences.

This is why the initial experiments relate to the domain of fire and burn-related 
traumas. When the experimental outcomes are as DRAMATIC as proven in the 
SDI fire-burn experiments, the very well-known sequence of pathological events 
that logically follow a protracted exposure to fire are so intensely modified that it 
creates an heuristic precedent of the highest importance.

Beside its purely medical or etiologic consequences, such a shocking and 
major discrepancy in the whole process puts into question the deeper 
nature of fire.

The need to REASSES so dramatically the very nature of a basic physical 
element that nobody has ever really thought to question, will initiate the 
'paradigmatic primer' that will usher us into a new scientific era."

Recommend FBD? 
“Why not? It’s painless to try!”



ACCESS TO THE KEY... HIGHER POWER... 
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